
Anything is Possible - that is the Ironman mantra and something I believe is very true.  
 
On the 2nd July 2013 after significant soul searching I decided that my Ironman attempt was to be 
realised in the following year on the 6th July 2014 at the IRONMAN European Championship in 
Frankfurt. My journey into triathlon began in April 2012 at the Duston sprint triathlon followed by a 
further 5 sprints during 2012. In 2013 I joined the WVTC snowball that saw 8 or 9 club members’ sign 
up for the Vitruvian middle distance event within about 30 minutes of Alex announcing that the 
registration for the event was open. It was at this point that I hooked up with my new training 
partner Rob Kirk for some Vitruvian focused training and we entered what was my first and only 
Olympic distance triathlon at the Hercules Festival of Sport in May 2013. We continued to train well 
together and during our time out on the bikes we often talked about whether Ironman was feasible. 
I was certain Rob had Ironman is his sights and knew that he was more than capable but I had no 
idea if I could even attempt this distance.  
 
On the morning of the 2nd of July 2013, I came into work and after seeing that Ironman Austria had 
sold out in hours in what looked like a phenomenal race I plucked up the courage and gave the 
credit card a workout by booking Ironman Frankfurt 2014. I then text Rob and told him what I had 
done and within minutes he emailed me his booking confirmation - he was coming to and we were 
in. I also told Pete G and within a few more minutes his confirmation booking came through as well. 
The three of us were booked in for this European Championship Ironman race. 
 
A disappointing 06:27:50 finish in the Vitruvian in August 2013 was a bit of a reality check for me and 
although I suffered badly from cramp I knew I had a lot of work to do to justify even attempting 
Ironman. The race report from Gemma finishing Ironman Austria inspired me and I wanted to give 
everything I could to get onto that Ironman finishers chute in Frankfurt. After the disappointment of 
the Vitruvian I decided that I needed some additional help and I signed up with Mary Hardwick of 
Inspire2Tri on her co-pilot training scheme. This provided the benefit of a BTF Level 3 coach 
overseeing the weekly training plans as well as offering sports conditioning, kettles, strength 
training, wattbike testing, swim stroke correction etc. My training changed from unstructured ad-
hoc training to focused efforts where I was taught to look at the objectives and benefits of every 
single training session. The introduction of quality training and analysing the performance statistics 
almost became an obsession but I loved it - no more junk miles.  
 
Into 2014 and I worked with a 26 week training plan leading up to Frankfurt. I developed an 
understanding of my heart rate zones and power zones and used these during training to optimise 
performance. Training was based on 4 week blocks with each week increasing in intensity for 3 
weeks followed by an easier week. I continued to test fitness levels by monitoring aerobic endurance 
with VO2 max and other outputs to ensure the plan was working and it was with great results. I also 
worked with Kate Rasell at I2T on some PT and strength work and had regular appointments with 
Ann Le Bek for sports massage and rehab and together the I2T team really looked after me. 
 
All was going well with training and then I picked up a knee injury. The culprit will never be known 
but I suspect a combination of playing football with my kids, an aggravation doing some plyometric 
training and doing hard speed interval run sets within 24 hours were probably all to blame. Within 2 
hours of letting Mary know that I had picked up an injury, she had me in to see a Consultant 
Orthopaedic Surgeon in Leicester. This was Friday afternoon at 5pm and he arranged an MRI scan on 
the spot. In fact 30 minutes later he had my scan pictures and was telling me what was going on with 
my knee. The wonders of a well connected coach and some work sponsored private health care all 
made this happen in one afternoon!! The bad news was my knee was in a bit of trouble with the 
major problem being inflammation behind the kneecap. I was told I would be out of running action 
for 2-6 weeks. This caused me a bit of a personal triathlon meltdown and I thought the game was 



over. Again my coach Mary Hardwick stepped in and picked me up and for those who know Mary 
she can be fairly direct and she gave me a bit of a roasting and I was told not to give up so easily. 
This is Ironman and it was never going to be easy she told me and with that we refocused training on 
what I could do which was swim, bike and core work. Every injury is another training opportunity she 
said and with that we carried on. The knee healed well and after 3 weeks of rehab I was given the ok 
to race Ironman by the Consultant. He advised me to bypass the planned Outlaw Half which was my 
B race preparation for Frankfurt but we worked around this.  
 
The 4th July 2014 arrived very quickly and I was sitting in departures at Heathrow with my family. 
My wife and two kids and my wife's parents travelled with me and we joined Rob in Frankfurt who 
flew in from Birmingham. Pete withdrew from the trip due to injury. We choose to stay at the official 
race hotel in Frankfurt which was the Intercontinental and immediately we were mixing it with the 
pros like Sebastian Kienle (race winner) and Kona champ Frederik Van Lierde. The hotel was buzzing 
with very expensive carbon bikes, lots of lycra and Ironman razzmatazz everywhere. It was a 
privilege to be part of this whole thing. Our bikes had arrived at the hotel before us as we used 
Nirvana to send fully race ready bikes. 3:30pm was the race briefing in English so Rob and I headed 
down through the expo, which was like a street of triathlon candy shops with all the latest tri gear 
and gizmos, to the finish grandstand. The first sight of the finishers chute and blue carpet and it 
made it all feel very real. Race briefing lasted just over an hour and was worth going down for. At 
registration we received our transition bags, swim cap and a nice Ironman rucksack / transition bag 
freebie. Point to note is that during registration it is worth remembering your BTF license otherwise 
its 22 euros for a race license for the day. 
 
Saturday we had to take our bikes and T1 and T2 bags out to Langener Waldsee which is a beautiful 
big lake about 20km out of Frankfurt. This was pretty mental as loads of people rocked up to the bus 
stop with the transition bags and bike and got on the bus as normal. The double bus was crammed 
full of people and bikes inside and it was all a bit surreal. On arrival at T1 the volunteers were very 
helpful and really made us feel welcome. We racked our bikes and headed back into the city on the 
bus. 
 
Sunday morning started early with a 3:30am wakeup call and I joined Rob for breakfast at 4am. The 
hotel had put on a full Ironman buffet breakfast including porridge & pasta as well as all the usual 
goodies in this standard of hotel. It was difficult to eat at this time in the morning but it was going to 
be a long day so I forced the lumpy porridge down with some honey. At 5am we got on the bus 
outside the hotel and headed up to the lake. Ironman is different from most of the triathlon events 
that I have entered in that you don’t keep anything on the floor in your transition station. Everything 
has to be on the bike or in the bags provided and placed on your numbered peg. The only thing we 
had to do was get air in the tyres and get our wetsuit on. Transition closed at 6:15am so we headed 
down to the swim start. 
 
6:45am the canon fires and the 70+ pros and a few hundred wave 1 lottery winners get the first 
wave underway. The other 2,500 of us get in the water ready for the mass start. Boom!! 7am exactly 
and we are off and the Ironman journey begins. The swim frustrated the hell out of me as it was just 
impossible for the first few hundred meters to find any clear water. Lots of pushing, shoving, kicking 
and slapping and no place for gentlemanly conduct as this was a dog fight. Going around the buoys 
made it even more frantic as the hundreds of wide swimmers had to come in. After 2,100m it was 
the Australian exit and everyone suddenly became civilised with barely anyone running out of the 
water, the contrast was amazing. A short walk of around 50m and then we were back into the water 
for the second shorter loop of 1,700m. This was much better with clearer water as the pack split and 
I enjoyed the second lap of the swim and felt strong picking off a good number of swimmers off who 
were tiring near the end. 



 
Swim  01:19:05 
T1        00:09:49 
 
Transition onto the bike was pretty stress free and I decided to go with socks and to ride with a short 
sleeved jersey mainly for sun protection. The bike course was awesome. Riding on smooth closed 
roads was great and it felt so safe that I decided to push a fraction harder than planned while staying 
within planned power and heart rate ranges. My HR average never went above 131bpm during the 
whole 180km and my pace stayed between 18-18.5mph for much of the ride. I had more to give but 
I knew the marathon in the 30C heat was going to be a tough challenge. The 3 hills on the course 
were fairly easy and by far the trickiest part of the ride was a section called ‘Hell’ which was a 
cobbled street hill that took a few bikes out of the game.  The famous ‘Heartbreak Hill’ was brilliant 
with spectators closing in to cheer you up the hill, some even running alongside you almost touching 
the bike. It was a great experience and something I shall never forget. The feed stations were also 
great with everything handed to you while riding and absolutely no need to stop during the ride – in 
fact I didn’t stop once in 180km. The 2 loop bike course was an absolute pleasure to ride. 
 
Bike 06:14:13 
T2     00:05:09 
 
Coming off the bike I felt good – I knew I had hydrated better than ever before by a long shot and I 
was very happy being ahead of schedule coming off the bike. T2 was also pretty stress free and I 
changed socks and got my trainers on and I was off feeling rather pleased with myself with a race 
time of 07:43:07 and at this point thinking I could possibly smash my expectations for my first 
Ironman race. The sun was beating down and the skies were clear blue and the run course along the 
river was just lovely. I stayed within my planned pace for about the first 10km and I started walking 
through the feed stations taking on water and ISO. Just after I picked up my first of 4 bands I heard 
Rob shout “Dazza” and I was pleased to know we were both safely on the run course. I tried to keep 
the pace up but I could feel the pace dropping off in the heat but I wasn’t too worried as I just 
wanted to run, it didn’t really matter how fast at this point. After about 14km Rob passed me and we 
exchanged a few words of encouragement and he was off into the sun. Not long after this I felt a 
twinge of cramp so I decided to stop and stretch and neck a salt tablet and a gel. Warm sticky gels 
were rapidly losing their appeal but the cold wet sponges were a life saver. After picking up my 
second band I was fully into a run / walk strategy but still felt ok. It was only after the half way point 
at 21km that the cramp started to make running quite difficult. Again, I was frustrated because my 
cardio side of things felt ok – my heart rate was below 140bpm but the cramps just made running a 
nightmare. Gladly, walking didn’t trouble me at all and so I had to adopt a quick paced walk. My 
planned run pace was 7min per km and my walking pace was averaging 9mins per km so I knew I 
could finish easily within the 15 hour window. Every now and again I attempted a run, usually after 
encouragement from the supporters who lined the full length of the course and shouted “Go 
Darren” or a “come on GB” and then all started clapping if you attempted a run. This was so cool. 
Just before arrival to collect the last band my right leg from quads, hamstrings, calfs all went into 
spasm – it was a weird sensation and the only time I panicked during the whole course as I thought 
this might stop me even walking. I stopped, took 5 seconds, stretched against a tree and everything 
was ok. By now gels were the devils work and I couldn’t even look at them and I was back on the 
watered down coke and loads of fresh orange segments and a bit of cake just to get me through the 
last 4km. On arrival at the finishers chute and the blue carpet I knew I should try and run the last 
150m. I did, I tried and touched as many hands of support from the spectators gallery that I could on 
the way through – I loved every single second with the music pumping, my heart now racing, the 
lights flashing, the shouts from my family and I crossed the line in 13:55:02 to the PA announcing 
“Darren Thoirs you are an Ironman”.   



 
Run 06:06:46 
Finish 13:55:02 
 
Having my wife, kids, mother-in-law and father-in-law share this magical moment with me was the 
best ever. I was awarded my fine medal, kissed my wife, hugged my kids and was led off into the 
athlete garden for recovery and made to feel very special. The organisers of Ironman have got this so 
right and it was miles beyond my expectations. I have tried to share this the best I can but the only 
way to experience this is go do it – it is awesome and remember; Anything is Possible!!!  
 
PS: I only got 1,328 points so Kona will have to wait until next year..haha!!! 
 
Cheers, 
Darren 

 


